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part vv324 high performance manual transmission lubricant designed to meet
the extreme demands of passenger car manual, find great deals on ebay for atf
mercon lv shop with confidence skip to main content ebay logo motorcraft
mercon lv automatic transmission fluid atf12 quart case by motorcraft see
more like this 1 product rating castrol 06814 6pk transmax import multi
vehicle atf 1 quart pack of 6, motorcraft mercon lv automatic transmission
fluid case of 1qt local pick up only see more like this mag 1 mq0ld6p6 dexron
lv mercon lv full synthetic transmission fluid pack of 6 brand new, mercon v
is ford s automatic transmission fluid specification equivalent to dexron iii
view our selection of atfs meeting the mercon v spec from major oil brands
here if you re unsure if mercon v is correct for your vehicle or have a
modified or unique ford vehicle why not ask the opie experts for a custom
recommendation, castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv formulated with smooth
drive technology and premium full synthetic base oil is designed for modern
automatic transmissions its superior technology enables longer transmission
life castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv is approved and licensed by gm and
ford and also recommended for use in most asian automatic transmissions, save
on castrol transmax mercon v transmission fluid 1 quart 15175d at advance
auto parts buy online pick up in store in 30 minutes, prices may vary from
store to store and online napa is not responsible for the errors or omissions
in pricing and quantity suppliers of the products listed in this catalog are
subject to change at any time while the individuals and entities responsible
for this catalog attempt to provide accurate supplier information for these
reasons and others the suppliers noted in this catalog may not, castrol
transmax mercon v automatic transmission fluid is certified for use in ford
vehicles requiring mercon or mercon v enhanced friction durability provides
superior transmission life and promotes smooth shifting exceptional thermal
protection guards against transmission wear, ask replacement for mercon lv
according to the manual book my car s transmission needs mercon lv spec atf
but it s kinda hard to find replacement for it is there any alternative for
it other brand like mobill full syn atf and castrol transmax multivehicle
said it already exceeded all mercon spec but i m not sure some friend of mine
also, product identifier mercon lv automatic transmission fluid other means
of identification fir no 179895 recommended use automatic transmission fluid
recommended restrictions none known there are any differences between this
products safety data sheet sds and the consumer, synthetic lubricant cross
reference chart series other synthetic automotive oils industrial engine oils
agriculture oils castrol saf xo iso 100 final drive lubricant syntec full
synthetic dexron iii mercon dexron iii mercon automatic transmission fluid
full synthetic super outboard nmma tc w3 outboard engine oil, 3 shell spirax
s5 atf x does not meet the low viscosity requirements of 2006 and later gm
vehicles requiring dexron vi ford applications requiring ford mercon lv or
mercon sp shell 1375 4 toyota ws hyundai sp iv or sph ivrr nissan, castrol
transmax dexron vi mercon lv automatic transmission fluid is a
technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to
deliver performance and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic
transmissions and is also suitable for use in some power steering systems,
castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv automatic transmission fluid is a
technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to
deliver performance and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic
transmissions and is also suitable for use in some power steering systems it 
is blended with premium base stocks a, mercon v transmission fluid is a ford 
compatible transmission fluid castrol synthetic transmission fluid duration 5 
50 chi auto repair 2 755 views 5 50, castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv a 
technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to 
deliver performance and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic 
transmissions it is fully approved by gm for use in all their passenger car 
automatic transmissions and by ford for use in their vehicles requiring the 
latest, castrol transmax full synthetic multi vehicle automatic transmission 
fluid is a technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially 
designed to deliver performance and maximum fuel efficiency for modern 
automatic transmissions mercon lv and gm dexron vi, technologically advanced 
low viscosity formulation specially designed to deliver and maximum fuel 
efficiency for modern automatic transmissions it is blended with premium base 
stocks a balanced additive package and is fully approved by gm for use in all 
their passenger car automatic transmissions and by ford for use in their 
vehicles requiring the latest atf specification, if someone could give me a 
definite yes or no answer that would be awesome thanks, shop for castrol 
mercon v automatic transmission fluid 15175d with confidence at autozone com 
parts are just part of what we do get yours online today and pick up in 
store, motomaster atf mercon v is not compatible with ford mercon lv 
viscosity 100c for mercon lv is 5 8 cst and is lower when compared with 
mercon v which has a viscosity 100c at 7 6 cst 0 people found this answer 
helpful 0 people did not find this answer helpful, triax global synthetic atf 
oem grade compatible with Allison tes 295 bmw audi mercedes benz vw honda 
toyota nissan chrysler 4 ford mercon v lv dexron vi nissan zf 6hp, castrol 
transmax mercon v transmission fluid is for use in most ford vehicles exceeds 
all passenger car and light truck manufacturer s warranty requirements for 
vehicles transmissions or power steering service where a mercon or mercon v 
type atf is specified, castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv automatic 
transmission fluid 41 3 box brand new castrol au 245 95 save up to 7 when you 
buy more buy it now free postage castrol transmax automatic transmission 
fluid dexron vi lv 41 3381017 15 off with code peace from 09 0418 04 t amp cs 
apply brand new castrol, motorcraft mercon lv automatic transmission fluid 
product typicals specification mercon lv mercon lv license number mlv070701 
specific gravity 60f 15 6c 0 842 density lb gal 7 01 flash point coc c f 216 
421 viscosity, klondike dexron vi mercon lv full synthetic atf product data 
sheet page 2 of 3 specifications and approvals klondike dexron vi mercon lv 
full synthetic automatic transmission fluid is an oem approved fluid 
registered with general motors for dexron vi and ford motor company for 
mercon lv approved fluids are recommended for use in, motorcraft mercon lv is 
a premium quality automatic transmission fluid recommended by ford motor 
company for use in ford lincoln and mercury vehicles that require mercon lv 
type fluid this product also provides excellent performance in electronically 
controlled automatic transmissions, motorcraft offers several application 
specific automatic transmission fluids for ford lincoln and mercury vehicles 
these include mercon v mercon lv mercon sp mercon ulv continuously variable 
chain type, shop online for castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv automatic 
transmission 3381017 at automotive superstore free shipping 99 castrol 
transmax dexron vi mercon lv automatic transmission 3381017 part no 3381017
mercon lv and gm dexron vi, mercon lv the latest ford atf it is factory fill in 2008 and later fords the lv stands for low viscosity it is a fully synthetic atf it is not compatible with earlier mercon fluids so it should neither be mixed with mercon or mercon v used to replace those fluids it is not compatible with any other fluid either, motorcraft mercon lv is a premium quality automatic transmission fluid recommended by ford motor company for use in ford lincoln and mercury vehicles that require mercon lv type fluid this product also provides excellent performance in electronically controlled automatic transmissions, dexron vi mercon lv automatic transmission fluid is a premium quality fully synthetic multi vehicle low viscosity automatic transmission fluid that is recommended for use in those general motors and ford vehicles that specify the use of dexron vi and mercon lv fluids respectively dexron vi mercon lv, lovely castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv automatic transmission fluid we will certainly inform you about the castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv automatic transmission fluid image gallery we carry this site you could look for images you like for information objectives it is the most looked search of the month, product details atf lv is the latest generation technology full synthetic multi vehicle low viscosity automatic transmission fluid meeting the requirements of ford mercon lv and gm dexron vi as well as many other manufacturer specifications, castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to deliver and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic transmissions it is blended with premium base stocks a balanced additive package and is fully approved by gm for use in, prices may vary from store to store and online napa is not responsible for the errors or omissions in pricing and quantity suppliers of the products listed in this catalog are subject to change at any time while the individuals and entities responsible for this catalog attempt to provide accurate supplier information for these reasons and others the suppliers noted in this catalog may not, mercon is used in ford vehicles and is not compatible with ford and toyota s type f fluid after 2007 vehicles using mercon can be filled with mercon v mercon v was introduced in 1997 for use in the ranger explorer aerostar and other ford vehicles though similar to dexron in its red color there are a few differences chemically, cannot be used where mercon sp mercon lv or dexron vi is needed is this castrol transmax import tranny fuel compatible with dexron iii as castrol claims that the oil exceeds or meets dexron iiith specifications you can safely use it besides fresh fluid is always better than old fluid and power steering wheels are not so particular when, my mag hytec pan and suncoast external filter arrived for my f350 5r110w and i would like to know what atfs are compatible with the lv recommendation from ford is the mercon lv syn from the factory for some reason i believe so, castrol transmax as automatic transmissions become more complex there is a need for more technologically advanced fluids to ensure vehicle reliability there is a need for more technologically advanced fluids to ensure vehicle reliability getting the right oil for your car is key to ensuring your transmission operates as designed and you get a smooth driving experience every day, castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv formulated with smooth drive technology is a fully synthetic automatic transmission fluid which delivers enhanced protection and gives drivers a smoother drive for longer this is the first aftermarket product approved and licensed by both gm dexron vi and ford mercon lv and exceeds the, automatic transmission fluid
atf also known as transmission fluid or tranny fluid is the fluid used in vehicles with self shifting or automatic transmissions it is typically coloured red or green to distinguish it from motor oil and other fluids in the vehicle the fluid is optimized for the special requirements of a transmission such as valve operation brake band friction and the, full synthetic dexron vi mercon lv multi vehicle atf combines the benefits of a low and high viscosity formula peak full synthetic multi vehicle atf is specifically designed for use in modern automatic transmissions this uni viscosity full synthetic fluid is a universal automatic transmission fluid that combines the benefits of a low and, castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv best a technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to deliver performance and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic transmissions it is fully approved by gm for use in all their passenger car automatic transmissions and by ford for use in their vehicles requiring the, mobil 1 synthetic atf is a multi vehicle formula recommended for use in modern high performance automobiles suv s sut s vans and other light trucks this fluid is not approved for applications requiring a mercon lv approved fluid recommended by imperial oil for use in applications requiring dexron ford mercon and mercon v performance levels

Castrol Transmax DEXRON® VI MERCON® LV lsg gh com
April 11th, 2019 - Castrol Transmax DEXRON® VI MERCON® LV formulated with Smooth Drive Technology TM is designed for modern automatic transmissions Its superior technology enables longer transmission life Castrol Transmax DEXRON® VI MERCON® LV is approved and licenced by GM and Ford for use in vehicles requiring

Full Synthetic DEXRON VI MERCON LV Bob Is The Oil Guy
April 13th, 2019 - Will Full Synthetic DEXRON VI MERCON LV approved be the new DEXTRON III MERCON Peak Castro and MAG all makes this product I will be using it in 2015 F 150 at 1 3 cost of GM Motorcraft ATF

Is Mercon V compatible with ATF 4 AnswersDrive
April 15th, 2019 - Valvoline’s ads claim this fluid is “recommended” for Chrysler products But again a fluid compatible with Dextron III or Mercon is not going to be compatible with Chrysler ATF 4 or ATF 5 nor will it be proper for either Dexron VI or Ford LV vehicles

Best Transmission Fluid for Cars Trucks amp SUVs
April 21st, 2019 - We provide additives for your specific make and model so whether you need a transmission fluid change for Mustang cars or a Toyota Camry transmission fluid flush you’re sure to find everything you need when you rely on AutoZone Take advantage of our Same Day Store Pickup program when you shop online

Automatic Transmission Fluid Application Guide Carquest
April 21st, 2019 - for Type F ATF including Mercon LV • Recommended for many imports including Toyota Lexus Honda Acura Nissan Mazda Mitsubishi Hyundai BMW Volkswagen and Audi • Outperforms conventional transmission fluids Part VV324 • High performance manual transmission lubricant designed to meet the extreme demands of passenger car manual
atf mercon lv eBay
March 22nd, 2019 - Find great deals on eBay for atf mercon lv Shop with confidence Skip to main content eBay Logo Motorcraft MERCON LV Automatic Transmission Fluid ATF12 Quart Case by Motorcraft See more like this 1 product rating Castrol 06814 6PK Transmax Import Multi Vehicle ATF 1 Quart Pack of 6

mercon lv eBay
April 21st, 2019 - motorcraft mercon lv automatic transmission fluid case of 1qt local pick up only see more like this Mag 1 MGOLD6P6 Dexron IV Mercon LV Full Synthetic Transmission Fluid Pack Of 6 Brand New

Ford Mercon V ATF Automatic Transmission Fluid Opie Oils
April 14th, 2019 - MERCON V is Ford’s automatic transmission fluid specification equivalent to Dexron III View our selection of ATFs meeting the MERCON V spec from major oil brands here If you’re unsure if MERCON V is correct for your vehicle or have a modified or unique Ford Vehicle why not ask the Opie Experts for a Custom recommendation

Castrol Transmax Dexron VI Mercon LV 4L Shopee Malaysia
April 12th, 2019 - Castrol Transmax DEXRON VI MERCON LV formulated with Smooth Drive Technology and premium full synthetic base oil is designed for modern automatic transmissions Its superior technology enables longer transmission life Castrol Transmax DEXRON VI MERCON LV is approved and licensed by GM and Ford and also recommended for use in most Asian automatic transmissions

Castrol Transmax Mercon® V Transmission Fluid 1 Quart
April 20th, 2019 - Save on Castrol Transmax Mercon® V Transmission Fluid 1 Quart 15175D at Advance Auto Parts Buy online pick up in store in 30 minutes

mercon NAPA Auto Parts Buy Car amp Truck Parts Online
April 19th, 2019 - Prices may vary from store to store and online NAPA is not responsible for the errors or omissions in pricing and quantity Suppliers of the products listed in this catalog are subject to change at any time While the individuals and entities responsible for this catalog attempt to provide accurate supplier information for these reasons and others the suppliers noted in this catalog may not

What is mercon 5 transmission fluid AnswersDrive
April 15th, 2019 - Castrol® Transmax™ Mercon® V automatic transmission fluid is certified for use in Ford vehicles requiring Mercon® or Mercon® V Enhanced friction durability provides superior transmission life and promotes smooth shifting Exceptional thermal protection guards against transmission wear

Ask replacement for Mercon LV Ford fordnews org
April 21st, 2019 - Ask replacement for Mercon LV According to the manual book my car’s transmission needs Mercon LV spec ATF But it’s kinda hard to find replacement for it is there any alternative for it Other brand like Mobill
Full Syn ATF and Castrol Transmax Multivehicle said it already exceeded all Mercon spec but I’m not sure Some friend of mine also

**SAFETY DATA SHEET Jack Byrne**
April 15th, 2019 - Product identifier MERCON® LV Automatic Transmission Fluid Other means of identification FIR No 179895 Recommended use Automatic Transmission Fluid Recommended restrictions None known there are any differences between this product’s Safety Data Sheet SDS and the consumer

**Synthetic Lubricant Cross Reference Chart Series**

**Shell Spirax S5 ATF X TDC**
April 20th, 2019 - 3 Shell Spirax S5 ATF X does not meet the low viscosity requirements of 2006 and later GM vehicles requiring DEXRON® VI Ford applications requiring Ford MERCON® LV or Mercon® SP Shell 1375 4 Toyota WS Hyundai SP IV or SPH IVRR Nissan

**CASTROL TRANSMAX DEXRON VI MERCON LV**
April 19th, 2019 - Castrol Transmax DEXRON VI MERCON LV Automatic Transmission Fluid is a technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to deliver performance and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic transmissions and is also suitable for use in some power steering systems

**Castrol Transmax DEXRON® VI MERCON® LV Hasco Oil**
April 13th, 2019 - Castrol Transmax DEXRON® VI MERCON® LV Automatic Transmission Fluid is a technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to deliver performance and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic transmissions and is also suitable for use in some power steering systems It is blended with premium base stocks a

**Mercon v transmission fluid**
April 14th, 2019 - Mercon v transmission fluid is a Ford compatible transmission fluid Castrol synthetic transmission fluid Duration 5 50 Chi Auto Repair 2 755 views 5 50

**Castrol oils and lubricants for your HOLDEN Colorado RG**
April 9th, 2019 - CASTROL TRANSMAX DEXRON® VI MERCON® LV A technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to deliver performance and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic transmissions It is fully approved by GM for use in all their passenger car automatic transmissions and by Ford for use in their vehicles requiring the latest

**Transmax Full Synthetic Multi Vehicle ATF**
April 19th, 2019 - Castrol Transmax Full Synthetic Multi Vehicle Automatic
Transmission Fluid is a technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to deliver performance and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic transmissions MERCON® LV and GM DEXRON® VI

Castrol Transmax Dexron 6 Mercon LV 4L repco com au
April 18th, 2019 - Technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to deliver and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic transmissions It is blended with premium base stocks a balanced additive package and is fully approved by GM for use in all their passenger car automatic transmissions and by Ford for use in their vehicles requiring the latest ATF specification

Dexron VI and Mercon Compatibility
April 17th, 2019 - If someone could give me a definite yes or no answer that would be awesome Thanks

Castrol Mercon V automatic transmission fluid 15175D
April 20th, 2019 - Shop for Castrol Mercon V automatic transmission fluid 15175D with confidence at AutoZone com Parts are just part of what we do Get yours online today and pick up in store

Motomaster ATF Mercon V 946 mL Canadian Tire
April 8th, 2019 - MotoMaster ATF Mercon V is not compatible with Ford Mercon LV Viscosity 100C for Mercon LV is 5 8 cSt and is lower when compared with Mercon V which has a viscosity 100C at 7 6 cSt 0 people found this answer helpful 0 people did not find this answer helpful

Amazon com mercon lv atf
March 25th, 2019 - Triax Global Synthetic ATF OEM Grade Compatible with Allison TES 295 BMW Audi Mercedes Benz VW Honda Toyota Nissan Chrysler 4 Ford Mercon LV Dexron VI Nissan ZF 6HP

Castrol TRANSMAX MERCON V Automatic Transmission Fluid 1
April 19th, 2019 - Castrol Transmax MERCON V Transmission Fluid is for use in most Ford vehicles Exceeds all passenger car and light truck manufacturer s warranty requirements for vehicles transmissions or power steering service where a MERCON or MERCON V type ATF is specified

dexron vi eBay
April 18th, 2019 - Castrol Transmax DEXRON VI MERCON LV Automatic Transmission Fluid 4L 3 Box Brand new · Castrol AU 245 95 Save up to 7 when you buy more Buy It Now Free postage Castrol Transmax Automatic Transmission Fluid DEXRON VI LV 4L 3381017 15 off with code PEACE From 09 04–18 04 T amp Cs apply Brand new · Castrol

Motorcraft MERCON LV Automatic Transmission Fluid
April 21st, 2019 - Motorcraft® MERCON® LV Automatic Transmission Fluid PRODUCT TYPICALS Specification MERCON® LV MERCON® LV license number MLV070701 Specific Gravity 60°F 15 6°C 0 842 Density 1b gal 7 01 FLash Point COC °C °F 216 421 Viscosity
KLONDIKE DEXRON® VI MERCON® LV Full Synthetic ATF
April 12th, 2019 - KLONDIKE DEXRON® VI MERCON® LV Full Synthetic ATF PRODUCT DATA SHEET Page 2 of 3 SPECIFICATIONS AND APPROVALS KLONDIKE DEXRON® VI MERCON® LV Full Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid is an OEM approved fluid registered with General Motors for DEXRON® VI and Ford Motor Company for MERCON® LV Approved fluids are recommended for use in

MERCON® LV Automatic Transmission Fluid
April 19th, 2019 - Motorcraft® MERCON® LV is a premium quality automatic transmission fluid recommended by Ford Motor Company for use in Ford Lincoln and Mercury vehicles that require MERCON® LV type fluid This product also provides excellent performance in electronically controlled automatic transmissions

MOTORCRAFT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUIDS
April 20th, 2019 - Motorcraft® offers several application specific automatic transmission fluids for Ford Lincoln and Mercury vehicles These include • MERCON® V • MERCON LV • MERCON® SP • MERCON® ULV • Continuously Variable Chain Type

Castrol Transmax DEXRON VI MERCON LV Automatic
April 15th, 2019 - Shop online for Castrol Transmax DEXRON VI MERCON LV Automatic Transmission 3381017 at Automotive Superstore Free Shipping 99 Castrol Transmax DEXRON VI MERCON LV Automatic Transmission 3381017 Part No 3381017 MERCON®LV and GM DEXRON® VI

Techtips Selecting the Proper Automatic Transmission Fluid
April 19th, 2019 - Mercon LV—the latest Ford ATF it is factory fill in 2008 and later Fords The LV stands for low viscosity It is a fully synthetic ATF It is not compatible with earlier Mercon fluids so it should neither be mixed with Mercon or Mercon V used to replace those fluids It is not compatible with any other fluid either

Motorcraft MERCON® LV Automatic Transmission Fluid ATF 1
April 20th, 2019 - Motorcraft® MERCON® LV is a premium quality automatic transmission fluid recommended by Ford Motor Company for use in Ford Lincoln and Mercury vehicles that require MERCON® LV type fluid This product also provides excellent performance in electronically controlled automatic transmissions

205 Dexron VI Mercon LV Automatic Transmission Fluid
April 21st, 2019 - Dexron ® VI Mercon LV Automatic Transmission Fluid is a premium quality fully synthetic multi vehicle low viscosity automatic transmission fluid that is recommended for use in those General Motors and Ford vehicles that specify the use of Dexron ® @VI and Mercon LV fluids respectively Dexron VI Mercon LV

Castrol Transmax Dexron Vi Mercon Lv Automatic
April 5th, 2019 - Lovely castrol transmax dexron vi mercon lv automatic
transmission fluid. We will certainly inform you about the Castrol Transmax Dexron VI Mercon LV automatic transmission fluid image gallery we carry this site. You could look for images you like for information objectives. It is the most looked search of the month.

**Penrite Automatic Transmission Fluid LV 4L Autobarn**
April 17th, 2019 - Product Details ATF LV is the latest generation technology full synthetic multi vehicle low viscosity automatic transmission fluid meeting the requirements of Ford MERCON LV and GM DEXRON VI as well as many other manufacturer specifications.

**Castrol Transmax Dexron® –VI Mercon® LV Castrol**
April 19th, 2019 - Castrol Transmax Dexron® -VI Mercon® LV CASTROL TRANSMAX DEXRON® -VI MERCON® LV Technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to deliver and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic transmissions. It is blended with premium base stocks a balanced additive package and is fully approved by GM for use in.

**Mercon LV NAPA Auto Parts Buy Car amp Truck Parts Online**
April 19th, 2019 - Prices may vary from store to store and online NAPA is not responsible for the errors or omissions in pricing and quantity. Suppliers of the products listed in this catalog are subject to change at any time. While the individuals and entities responsible for this catalog attempt to provide accurate supplier information for these reasons and others, the suppliers noted in this catalog may not.

**What Is the Difference Between Mercon amp Dexron Automatic**
April 19th, 2019 - Mercon is used in Ford vehicles and is not compatible with Ford and Toyota's Type F fluid. After 2007 vehicles using Mercon can be filled with Mercon V. Mercon V was introduced in 1997 for use in the Ranger, Explorer, Aerostar, and other Ford vehicles. Though similar to Dexron in its red color, there are a few differences chemically.

**Castrol Transmax import multi vehicle automatic**
April 10th, 2019 - Cannot be used where MERCON SP MERCON LV or DEXRON VI is needed. Is this Castrol Transmax import tranny fuel compatible with DEXRON III? As Castrol claims that the oil exceeds or meets DEXRON IIIH specifications, you can safely use it. Besides, fresh fluid is always better than old fluid, and power steering wheels are not so particular when.

**What ATFs are compatible with Mercon LV Bob Is The Oil Guy**
April 8th, 2019 - My Mag Hytec pan and Suncoast external filter arrived for my F350 5R110W, and I would like to know what ATFs are compatible with the LV recommendation from Ford. Is the Mercon LV syn from the factory? For some reason, I believe so.

**Castrol Transmax Broughton Lubricants Castrol**
April 18th, 2019 - Castrol Transmax As automatic transmissions become more complex, there’s a need for more technologically advanced fluids to ensure vehicle reliability. Getting the right oil for your car is key to ensuring.
your transmission operates as designed and you get a smooth driving experience every day

Transmax Dexron VI Mercon LV Automatic Transmission
April 7th, 2019 - Castrol Transmax Dexron® VI Mercon LV formulated with Smooth Drive Technology ™ is a fully synthetic automatic transmission fluid which delivers enhanced protection and gives drivers a smoother drive for longer. This is the first aftermarket product approved and licensed by both GM DEXRON® VI and Ford Mercon® LV and exceeds the

Automatic transmission fluid Wikipedia
April 20th, 2019 - Automatic transmission fluid (ATF) also known as transmission fluid or tranny fluid, is the fluid used in vehicles with self shifting or automatic transmissions. It is typically coloured red or green to distinguish it from motor oil and other fluids in the vehicle. The fluid is optimized for the special requirements of a transmission such as valve operation, brake band friction and the

Full Synthetic DEXRON VI MERCON LV Multi Vehicle ATF
April 19th, 2019 - Full Synthetic DEXRON VI MERCON LV Multi Vehicle ATF Combines the benefits of a low and high viscosity formula. PEAK® Full Synthetic Multi Vehicle ATF is specifically designed for use in modern automatic transmissions. This uni viscosity full synthetic fluid is a universal Automatic Transmission Fluid that combines the benefits of a low and

Castrol oils and lubricants for your VOLVO 1974 2019 FM
April 18th, 2019 - CASTROL TRANSMAX DEXRON® VI MERCON® LV best A technologically advanced low viscosity formulation specially designed to deliver performance and maximum fuel efficiency for modern automatic transmissions. It is fully approved by GM for use in all their passenger car automatic transmissions and by Ford for use in their vehicles requiring the

Mobil 1™ Synthetic ATF
April 20th, 2019 - Mobil 1 Synthetic ATF is a multi vehicle formula recommended for use in modern high performance automobiles, SUVs, SUTs, vans and other light trucks. This fluid is not approved for applications requiring a Mercon LV approved fluid. Recommended by Imperial Oil for use in applications requiring Dexron Ford Mercon and Mercon V performance levels